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...I wanted to write to you about
plants initially. Or about our garden. Or something … but I g
uess this is the realm of healing
still...

It is too much, but I have to start somewhere.
Ich lese Theorie, linear mit meinem messy mind, sie gibt mir den Halt, den ich gerade brauche.
… I am confused. So much
theory, so many words, people
describing it so eloquently that
I feel my writing is too general,
basic
You just have to find a starting point and then …

Maybe we are afraid to
choose the wrong path,
maybe again the problem is
the linearity for me.

why is it so hard to start?
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But you can switch time,
place, so it is maybe not linear
in content but in form.
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There is a beginning, there is an
end, you usually are moving towards some kind of conclusion.

crisis there is the chance for transforAlso that I don’t have anything to say. I
mation. B u t I a m a s k i n g m y s e l f
often encounter some kind of 		
how can I connect. Okay I think
e m p t i n e s s 					
I am quite obsessed with this
						
question. Because I feel so dis						
c o n n e c t e d . I feel utterly alone in this
when I want to write something.
world. Even though I live in Berlin. There
It’s like a kind of vacuum,			
are 3 million people here. And I feel
					
alone. And I feel disconnected from my
and there I am and have nothinner world. From my own imagination.
ing to say, the pen/computer at hand.
From my feelings. My needs, my desire.
The blank page in front of me. Maybe
Maybe it’s a protective barrier, a coping
I am afraid of the limitation, like I will
mechanism - to not feel all the pain. The
put something down and it has to mean
grief of this world. Because it is unbearsomething. There is never enough room.
Even now I have no idea why I am writing able to feel all this pain, especially when
you have to do so many things. To rethis at the moment. I have no idea where
press. To keep it down. But then it turns
this is going and again I feel like I am
against yourself. Here comes the depresalways writing about the face that I can’t
sion. It is anger turned against yourself,
write, that I c a n ’ t g e t t h r o u g h t h i s
because maybe the thing you hate is the
invisible wall. And you know
thing you love or desire, or you feel you
w h a t I t h i n k i t i s , I t h i n k t h er e
need. So you isolate yourself. 		
is some kind of boundary to
					
reach through to my own inner
You become an island, where no one can
w o r l d . T h e r e i s a b l o c k a g e . And
reach you. 					
speaking with terms of psychoanalysis
			
I am crying, when
the door to the subconscious is closed.
I write this because I don’t know how to
My rational mind is holding me back. Is
get out of it. And the problem goes furit not strange? Fascinating? I feel empty
ther maybe. Because in the first place the
and kind of dumb. Like there is nothing,
desire is created by creating a hierarchy,
like I am nothing. And again it is weird,
the reach for something that is better,
because I feel like in meditation or some
desire is the drive maybe to become
spiritual practices, you want to achieve
the state of being nothing, or to be aware something else than you actually are. The
distance for the thing you want, because
that you just are. Everything and nothyou feel it has something that you don’t?
ing at the same time. Maybe this is it, in
every end there is a beginning, in every

Wenn du über die disconnection sprichts, kommt mir
die riesige unsichtbare Wand in den Sinn, die Marlen
Haushofer in ihrem Roman beschreibt. Die Wand ist
von einem auf den anderen Tag da. Die Ich-Erzählerin ist nun abeschlossen von der Welt außerhalb des
Tals, allein in einer Jagdhütte; die Natur hinter der Wand
ist scheinbar ist eingefrorer, menschliches Leben existiert
nicht mehr. Die unsichtbare Wand hält sie gefangen, mit
ihr ein Hund und einer Kuh. Ich habe viel über die Wand
nachgedacht, wie sie die Protagonistin von der Außenwelt ausschließt, wie sie die neue Realität dieser Frau
unsichtbar formt. Wie eine unsichtbare Wand von dem
alten Leben und seinen Ängsten entrückt, von den möglichen Zukünften entfremdet. Oder wie Mark Fisher in
Hauntology schreibt: ein Ort, der nicht nur von der Vergangenheit, sondern auch von einer verlorenen Zukunft
heimgesucht wird. Ist das noch Kapitalismus oder unsere
Kaputtheit? Wie können wir begehren, wie können wir
wollen wenn es keine Zukunft gibt die unsere Kaputtheit
erlaubt. Die Wunden von damals verkrusten langsamer
auf einer Alm allein mit einer Kuh und einem Hund. (...)
Und die unsichtbare Wand, sie könnte auch ein Rückzugsort sein, wie du es beschreibst.

D i e Wa n d , h i n t e r d e r d u i s o l i e r t l e b s t . D i e Z ei t i s t s t e h e n g e b l i e b e n
a u f d e r a n d e r e n S e i t e . D a s L e b e n d i g e w u c h e r t w e i t e r. E s g i b t k e i n e n
Weg nach draussen

How can
someone find themselves
when There is no singular you. There are
relations. there are standpoints. But circling around
the individual is a capitalist-rendered coping mechanism.
We learned that „there is no such thing as society. There are
only individuals and their families.“ (Thatcher in Mark Fisher,
2020). Mark Fisher spricht über class consciousness. Es gibt kein
Individual - aber the individual ist das einzige das unmittelbar gegeben es. Widerspruch. Das Patriarchat, Kolonialismus, Kapitalismus
nichts davon kann man kapieren. Es ist zu total, wir konstruieren uns
ein Bild davon was Kapitalismus macht. Finanztrading in Millisekunden,
Algorithmen die Arbeiter*innen bewerten und entlassen. Der ganze
Komplexe Scheiss in den Ritzen zwischen Kapital und dem brennenden Meer................................................................

In the
end the only thing
you can’t run away from
is yourself. So maybe it
doesn’t matter where you
are. Because I am asking
myself often, why am I
here in this city? Why
am I not somewhere
else, in a better place,
an ideal place? Again
the desire that is created through the distance. I wish I could just
get away. Be anywhere
else. But the wall is inside of
me, so it’s coming with me
wherever I go.

Aber
findet sie nicht auch zu
sich selbst? Wahrscheinlich
aus einer necessity heraus.
The wall is outside, instead
of inside. Or maybe like you
said, it represents an inner
wall. What is it made of
this wall, is it fear?

It is
made of Capital, baby. It is made
of isms. And in the end
it is made of the fear
to fail in this frameworks.

I listened to this podcast and
this person was saying, that it is an illusion, the concept of disconnection because we
always exist in relation, like you say there is always
relations. And I know (in my mind) about all the other
beings living of and in and around my body. But as we
know the idea of the individual is a construct okay but it
exists in the world and we have to deal with it somehow.
Illusions then also are a real part of this worlds and in
a capitalist world they also materialise and have real
consequences. Like categories used to differentiate
people, they are a hoax but have real consequences …

Jemand fühlt den
Schmerz in seinem
Rücken, weil er den
ganzen Tag im Bett verbrachte. Sie sehen die Topfpflanze vertrocknen und
es tut ihnen leid. Das sind
Umstände, die unmittelbar sind. In dieser Unmittelbarkeit des Selbst liegt
das Problem, hier wird
die unsichtbare Wand
gezogen die Marlen Haushofer
beschreibt.

I realised
that I often say I think I feel.
There is is the wall. It is a mental wall,
the min as a barrier from the body. Keeping me from feeling without thinking, from
feeling the body. Maybe it used to be a protective barrier to keep me from feeling pain? But
then the pain maybe gets stuck, it keeps it from
moving through … like Andre Lorde says it „Pain
is important: how we evade it, how we succumb
to it, how we deal with it, how we transcend it. ...
pain will always either change or stop. Always.
... The confidence that it will change is what
makes bearing it possible. So pain is fluid. It
is only when you conceive of it as something static that it is unbearable.”
(Audre Lorde)
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I had this dream, where I
was in a stairwell and suddenly all the doors automatically closed. I couldn’t
get outside and I panicked, I felt like there is not
enough air. So I found a
little window and I opened
it and I could at least
breathe. But I was scared
to leave the window. (This
describes pretty accurately
how I feel at the moment)
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Ich weiss nicht wie spät es ist.
Wahrscheinlich gegen 2 Uhr
nachmittags. Sie hat gesagt,
ich gehe verloren im Sog des
Screens. Das Leben ist brüchig
und der Bildschirm ist glatt.
Eine Reparatur kostet nur
49 Euro auf dem Kottbusser
Damm und je älter man wird,
desto öfter wird es notwendig
sein...
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...and so do I and so
do you and all other
beings. And even
this computer. And
the act of writing.
I mean even this
computer is made
of materials of the
earth...

Die Isolation, die Ideologie. Die Natur der Dinge (?!). Der
Kopf, der Körper, die soziale Durchlässigkeit. Die Projektion als „scheinbares Heraustreten der Seele aus dem
Körper als das Hinauswerfen geistiger Eigenschaften“

Opaque /
Durch-sicht /
Un-sichtbar /

Wir sind in eine Falle getappt
Wir sind drinnen und draussen

Dear L,
Another thing I wanted to talk to you about is depression… the question if
depression maybe is also a form of resisting capitalism. It feels somehow
wrong to describe it as an act of resistance because to it feels like a state
of non-action, of being paralysed, or not being able to do anything. I just
wanted to look at it through a different lens maybe not to take aways from its
severity and the different factors that can lead to it...

We all know the numbers of people
suffering from depression or mental
health conditions are rising … or is it
just being recorded more often, again
in a Western context this idea of a
mental health (condition) gets defined
… like as if there exists some healthy
minds out there … some kind of norm,
against that everything outside of this
is a „disorder“ ………… dis - order - as
if order exists in this world, and it does
feel wrong to say this world even, because there are many worlds but also all
on this earth … anyway is it not a reaction to the crisises. And again this norm
this is part of white supremacy? I do not
have specific numbers and I as a white
person don’t want to presume anything
but „Ann Cvetkovich writes: “What if
depression, in the Americas, at least,
could be traced to histories of colonialism, genocide, slavery, legal exclusion,
and everyday segregation and isolation
that haunt all of our lives, rather than
to be biochemical imbalances?” I’d like
to change the word “depression” here
to be all mental illnesses. Cvetkovich
continues: “Most medical literature
tends to presume a white and middle
class subject for whom feeling bad is
frequently a mystery because it doesn’t
fit a life in which privilege and comfort
make things seem fine on the surface.”

Depression. David Larlet.

“HOW DO YOU throw a brick
through the window of a bank
if you can’t get out of bed?”
Johanna Hedva

„Consequently, any cure to the problem of depression must take a collective, political form; instead of individualizing the problem of mental illness,
it is imperative to start problematizing
the individualization of mental illness“.
“Of course, sometimes staying in bed
can be a revolutionary act in itself, a
kind of strike, the epitomization of
an exhausted and negative No, I can’t
in a world that revolves increasingly
around an emphatic and positive Yes,
I can.“ “violence and social suffering
are differentially distributed along axis
of class, gender, and race; so is the climate crisis” “Insisting on the politics
of illness, mental health, and depression, it is crucial to keep such local
and global differences in mind. This
should not, however, lead to a competition of social suffering. Competition
is precisely what capitalism is all about,
and seeks to intensify, so that we are,
simultaneously, alone in our suffering
and fighting among each other’s suffering selves. But it should lead to a recognition that a critique of capitalism will
need to take into account the contextualized psychopathology of depression
as well as other mental illnesses. Furthermore, it gives us an idea of a possible “cure,” of what needs to be done, of
how we get out of bed (or maybe, why
we even want to get out of bed).
Depression. David Larlet.

I know how it feels to lose a father, a experiences we share
at different points of time. This male weak figure, slipping
through the dense fabric of a middle-class life. There is
no surrender. When my father eventually died, he was
already dead for years. He left a box full of chaotic notes
- grocery lists, the names of his kids, a note that reminded
him to brush his teeth. Scary notes of memory loss. He left
5 moving boxes full of unopened letter. He left his entire
heaviness. So there was one person that once said to me:
maybe your depression is just a mechanism you learned
to be useful when you were a kid. Blending in.

It was my father’s birthday yesterday
and I called him. Someone came by
their house to check if he is officially a
„Pflegefall“. And he did get a „Pflegestufe
2“ out of 3. It was tough to hear, but then
I thought, the situation hasn’t changed
just someone put a name on it, a diagnosis so to say, according to a rating system,
checked some boxes. Or did this person
decide intuitively? Can you imagine this
is your job? Going peoples houses and
looking around and then deciding about
how much „care“ this person needs? Now
my mum gets 300 Euros a month. For a
full-time job. My friends were oh that’s
good … but is it really? I mean it’s better
than nothing. Somehow this isn’t what
I wanted to say initially. So I called him
and I tried to just stay present, to accept
him and the situation without expectation and it was hard to do that there was
a moment when he started giving me tips
that are just so far from how he living his
life just washing over me and my reaction went to numb and I almost stopped
talking, like oh it doesn’t make sense
trying … but then I said something like

we don’t have to talk about this, I don’t
want to bother you on your birthday with
this negative stuff. (even though I feel he
wasn’t doing anything special anyway)
But then he said. But this is what I’m here
for. And I asked, what are you here for?
And then he said, to listen to you… and it
just felt like that sentence whiffed away
those thoughts. And I was like okay and
started talking and you know what it was
actually sweet …
—
And this in itself shall be a reason to celebrate, to be proud of myself. I didn’t even
see it that way, I went on with my day
and woke up and felt shit. But the fact
that talking with my dad could actually
be nice that is something I never would
have imagined to happen. Not that it is
now all easy. It really is just a little thing
and maybe next time it might be horrible
again. But I did not even see this little
miracle. I just feel the same, but this has
changed. I am confused.
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